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TWO REMARKS CONCERNING DIRICHLET'§ T.FUNCTIONS AND THE
CLASS NUMBER OF TIIE CYCLOTOMIC FIELD

1. fn the following we denote by K an algebraic number field of
degree n o:r,er the field P of rational numbers. In addition let d denote
the discriminant, R the regulator and h the number of classes of ideals
of K. Bneunn (cf. [3], p. 745) has proved the followingl)

Theorem 1. If K ranges ooer ct, sequence of field,s normal oaer P for
which nlloglill ---> 0, then

log(Rh) - log \/ld,l .

fhis theorem treats very general cases. ff we restrict ourselves to the
cyclotomic fietd K : P(C), where ( is a primitive pth (p is an odd
prime.) root of unity, we have

Theorem 2. nor any pos'it'iae e ,

Zp*t1Zn1*tl-p)c@)p-" < Rh < 2p*npnlltr-il7og"p .

where c and, c(e) d,enote respecti,aely an absolute positiue constant anil a
ytosi,ti,ae constant d,e1tend,i,ng on parameter e alone.

This result introd.uced by Teruzewe (cf. l8l, p. ltI) gives in this special
case a sharper estimation than the one of theorem L

In this paper we consider the cyclotomic field K : P(C), where ( is
a primitive mth roob of unity. We suppose that the natural number za

is > 1 and in addition we exclude those even values of m, which are not
divisible by 4. This restriction is not, essential because both the primitive
mth and. (mlz)th roots of unity generate the same field if aa has some
excluded value. We are able to extend theorem 2 and prove

Theorem 3. If c and, c(e) are d,efi,ned, as aboue then

r) The result of theorem I is an improvement of Bneurn's earlior rosult (cf. [2],
p. 2a\. This eetimation cannot, however, be applied in tho case of tho cyclotomic
fiold, because it treats only the cases, where d tends to infinity in such a way that
tho degroo of the corresponding fields is fixed. It should be noted that Vrrvoenepov
(cf. [9], p. 562) has presented estimations, which complete the result of Bneunn, but
which cannot be applied horo, becauso thoy also prosupposo that tho degreo of the
fields under examination is fixed.
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where

G : (2 n)-*v@) * \/ld,l

(As usual,, q d,enotes Eul,er's functi,on.). Here

I zm i1 z1m,
^,. _)

m i,f 2lm

'i,s the number of roots of I contai,ned, i,n P(l).
rt should be mentioned that it is possible to apply theorem 1 in the case

of the cyclotomic field. It is known that this field is normal over P and

in addition we have

log ldl 2V2q(m)logm

(cf. [6], p. 27 and [5], p. 50s). This yields

0 < nllog ld,l < 2llog ttl + 0,

when m tends to infinity. It is, however, easy to see that in the case of
the cyclotomic field the result of theorem 3 is sharper than the one of
theorem 1.

2. fn addition we consider the so-called Dirichlet's Z-functions

L(s,il:irx{n)n-".

Here 7(n) denotes a character (mod k), where /, is an arbitrary natural
number and s is a real variable. For these functions we have (cf. [6]' p. 3I)

Theorem 4. Let e be an arbi,trarg posi,tiae number, ö a positiue number

1/2 and,

ushere u(k) denotes the

R'iemann hypothesi,s'is
where

,f k. If tlt e extended

plir s and k (> 3),

s 2 (z + d)/(z + r), k ) tuo(e, Ö) ,

a non-7tri,nci,pal character y(n) (mod k) so that

(1) \L(t,il] <I*e'
If k is an odd prime, the above theorem gives the result of Auxr:Nv

and Cnowr,e (cf. [1], p. 487).

[ *(k) ,f 2+k ,

r:r(k):'l
t w(k) + I ,f zlt{ ,

number of di,fferent pri,'me factors
tru,e, there exi,sts fw eaery gi,uen
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In the following we denote a character by X,*, when it is a primitive
character and we especially want to lay stress on this fact. In this paper we
restrict ourselves to the case k : p" (p is a prime). In this special case

we are able to reach a slightly deeper result than the one of theorem 4.

We prove
Theorem 5. Let e anil, ö be d,efined, i,n the same wd,y a,s 'i,n theorem 4.

If the ertend,ed, Ri,emann hypothesis is true, there erists for euery giaen pa'ir s
and p", where

ö)12 i,f p > 2 a,nd, '1t,7 uo: uo(t, ö,p),

ö)/3 if p-2 and uZuo:uo(r, d) ,

an odd, primitiae character f (mod.1f), which sati,sfies the inequal,ity (l).
As a consequence of this we get
Theorem 6. If the cond,i,ti,ons of theorem, 5 are sati,sfded,, then there eti,st

foreaerygiuenpai,r s and, f atleast %-%o-1'L odd,characters 1(modf),
which satisfy the inequal,i,ty (L).

3. Consider theorem 3. It is known that there exists for each character

7(mod rz) a unique character g* (mod/) equivalent to y where f : lQ)
is the conductor of p We denote by § the set of all these characters 7*
(mod/(7)). Obviousiy § is also the set of all the primitive characters each

of which is equivalent to a character (modm). We need the following
lemmas:

Lemma 1. If S' i,s the set S erclud,ing the princi,gtal character to ,

we haue

h: (2n)-lzv@) n-'wl1a1T qt' x)
z€s'

(cf. [a], p. a0\.
Lemma 2. Let X(+ X,o) be a character (mod.m), whi,ch has the con-

d,uctor f. Then

L(r, x*) : L(r, z)TT (1 - x*@)ld-' ,
pl^

where X* is the correspond,ing primitirse character (mod/) and, p runs
through the prime factors of m (cf. l7l, p. I27).

Lemma 3. a(m): O(logmlloglogm)
(cf. [8], p. 108).

Lemma 4. Let N(k) d,enote the set of the characters (mod fu). Then

c(e)m-' < I TT L(1, ill < exp(c(loglogm I a(m) ) ),
r€]Y'

where N' i,s the set N(m) ercl,ud,ing y, (cf. l8l, p. 110).
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Lemma 5. If m, is the greatest d,i,ai,sor of m pri,me to t, then

Zx(o : Zx(o.r€§ x€N(m)

The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of the corresponding
result of lemma 7 in [6].

We write, by lemma 2,

TT LG, x) - TJ, Tl, TJ, ,

where

res'

Tl' - fT LG, N), T-1, - fT TJ tt x(illp)-',
r€lY' 1€§ plm

Tl, : TJ (t - rr-') .
pl^

We get an estimation for the prod.uct Jl, from lemma 4. Consider the pro-
duct Jl, (cf. [6], p. 26). It can be expressed in the form

[T1 : e*p(I Z i, xtetli-'p-j) .

z€S PIn j:r

X'urther we have, by lemma 5,

z x@i): 
{ 

,T,:,f.:;;,, lmodmo) ,

where zrz, denotes the greatest, divisor of m prime to gt. Let o denote
the least positive exponent so that

p"-l (modmo).

Now if
(3) p' - l (modmo) ,

then olz and, on the other hand, if olr then (3) holds. Since we can write

i@-')' - (p" - 1)-' !mut ,j:r

we have

Z f Z x,@\j-'p-i:o(Ze1m)l*): o(*(*)).
.X€S plrn "t:1 plm

I{ence

,-ca\rn) < TT, < e"-(*) .
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X'or Il; we finally get

Z-*@) < IT, l at(m) .

The above results yield, by lemma 3,

(4) c(e)m-" < I TJ L$, ill ( exp(c(logtogm { ,(*) ) ) ,
z€s'

which proves theorem 3. Ilere c(e) and c are not necessarily the same in
lemma 4 and in (a).

4. Consider now theorem 5. If s satisfies the conditions (2) and the
extended Riemann h5rpothesis is true, we c&n write (cf. [6], p. 35)

TT z(r, x) : exp(v(p") ,p(p") ) ,

#Q(p")

where Q@") is the set of the odd characters 7 (mod gt"), atd gt(p")'*O,
w}aele p' tends to infinity. Because Q@"-') c Q(p"), we carr decide that

T:T(f):Q(p")-Q(p"-')
is the set of the odd primitive characters 7* (mod p"). X'urther

(5) TT Z(r, x) : exp(q@") ,p(p") - v@"-')rt(p"-') )
x€T

: exp (v(p"-')rpr(p") ) ,

where

,!r(p") : pr!(p") - ,p(p"-') .

If p is fixed and LL--+ @, then yr(gf) -+0. Let g denote the number
of the odd primitive characters (modp"). We find that

[ %(q(p") - e@"-t» if u )- 2 ,

g,)-lYr<r-r) iru:t'
In both cases g 2 1/zV(p"-'), and we can see, by (5),thattheorem5istrue.

Because T(p\ nT@i-') : @ (u > j >2) and

ö 161c e(p,) ,
i:uo

we c&n determine that there exist at least u - uo I I odd characters
(modp") satisfying the inequality (l). This yields theorem 6.
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